When President Biden listened to the unlikely alliance of farmers, ranchers, Tribal Nations, and climate advocates by stopping the reckless Keystone XL pipeline, he rejected Donald Trump’s approach and applied a Biden standard — basing his decision on science, honoring treaties, respecting property rights, and focusing on racial justice, climate, and clean water.

But the country’s land and water — and the climate — remain under threat.

Keystone was the first Trump pipeline that Biden rejected, but it should not be the last.

It’s time to reverse course on the risky projects that Trump pushed through that ignore science and threaten our land and water.

We can invest in our communities through modern infrastructure that creates millions of good-paying union jobs without polluting our water or destroying the planet.

In the American Jobs Plan, there are tens of billions of dollars for creating clean energy, capping old oil wells, and replacing lead pipes that poison children in cities across America.

Creating jobs, protecting clean water, listening to science, and respecting our Tribal and local communities — that is the Biden standard and that is how we build back better — with bold action by a bold President.

President Biden, Thank You. We stand with you to stop the Trump pipelines.